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Abstract 
Casas. R., J. Diaz and C. Martinez, Average-case analysis on simple families of trees using a balanced 
probability model, Theoretical Computer Science 117 (1993) 99-112. 
We extend the binary search tree model of probability to simply generated families of trees. In the 
resulting statistics, well-balanced trees are more likely than linear trees. Using this balanced model, 
analyses are more complex than in the uniform case, but still feasible. We illustrate our point by 
working out some particular simple cases of study: the computation of occupancy (a measure of the 
degree of balancing in trees) and the average size of the intersection of two m-ary trees. The results 
are then compared with those obtained using the uniform model. 
1. Introduction 
The recursive nature of trees and that of the algorithms dealing with them has been 
successfully exploited to perform their average-case analysis. In particular, the sym- 
bolic operator method and the complex analysis techniques have proved of substan- 
tial value in coping with this kind of problem [14]. 
A common way to carry out the statistics is to define some underlying probability 
model for the input set, in this case a family of trees, translate the relationships 
between the quantities of interest to functional equations via generating functions, 
and then extract asymptotic estimations of the expectations using the complex 
analysis techniques. 
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In many instances it is usual to assume the uniform model, which considers all 
inputs of the same size as equally likely. Nevertheless, various important families of 
trees do not satisfy this hypothesis, like binary search trees, m-ary search trees, 
quadtrees, k-d-trees, digital trees, etc. 
The binary search tree model of probability (BST model, for short) has been 
extensively studied in computer science [lo, 6, 14, 31. In this model, each binary tree 
has a probability proportional to the number of permutations that generate it. 
A characteristic of the BST model is that it assigns high probabilities to the more 
balanced binary trees, and low probabilities to the linear trees of the same size. 
In the present work, we define a generalization of the BST model for the case of 
simply generated families of trees [12] (also called simple families of trees). We call it 
the balanced probability model; as in the case of the BST model, in the balanced model 
well-balanced trees get higher probabilities than linear trees. 
The BST model appears as a particularization of the balanced model to the case of 
binary trees. Nevertheless, our balanced model does not coincide with the m-ary 
search tree model [ll]. The balanced model is more amenable for average-case 
analysis than the mST model and does not increase the difficulty with respect to the 
analyses with the BST model. 
Section 2 covers the definition of the balanced probability model. We also show the 
particular models for binary trees, m-ary trees, etc., and how the probability of 
a k-tuple of trees drawn from a given family of trees can be defined. 
Sections 3 and 4 show the kind of problems that arise in the average-case analysis of 
statistics under the balanced model. The first case covers the analysis of occupancy 
under the balanced model. Occupancy is a complexity measure of the “completeness” 
of trees, being maximum for complete trees and minimum for linear-list-like trees. We 
also perform the analysis for uniformly distributed m-ary trees in order to compare the 
results and the methodology of analysis corresponding to the two different models. 
Our second case of study deals with the average size of the intersection of m-ary trees. 
In the balanced model we obtain partial and ordinary differential equations for the 
involved generating functions, while in the uniform model hypothesis these analyses 
lead to algebraic functional relations. 
Finally, in Section 5 the main conclusions and further research are discussed. 
2. The balanced probability model 
Let S be a set of symbols and v:S -+ N an arity application defined over S. Let 
s(T,,.. ., Tytsj) be the tree whose root is labelled s and its subtrees are left-to-right: 
T,,..., KC,,. 
Then the set of trees Y recursively defined by 
V’SES v(s)=0 => SE@-, 
VSES, VT, ,..., TV,+9 s(T, ,..., TV&F-, 
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is a simple family of trees, generated by S, if and only if 
OMEN, Vn #v-‘(n),<M, 
where v-‘(n) denotes the set of symbols of arity n. 
Simple families of trees (or simply generated families of trees) were first defined by 
Meir and Moon [12], but the definition and notation used here follows that of [13]. 
Furthermore, we shall consider probability distributions over the sets of symbols of 
the same arity. Let p(s) be the probability of the symbol SEX We impose that 
Vk>O C p(s)=1 if v-l(k)#@ 
s.v-‘(k) 
If v(s) = 0 then we say that s is a leaf (0-ary symbol). The size of a tree T is the total 
number of nodes it contains, and will be denoted by 1 T]. In the particular case of m-ary 
trees (m > 1) we define the size to be the number of internal nodes (those which are not 
leaves) since the total number of nodes depends only on the number of internal nodes. 
Now we are ready to define the balanced probability model. 
Definition 2.1. The weight measure w(T) of a tree TEF is recursively defined by 
w( T)dgf p(s) 
if T=s and v(s)=O, 
P(s)-w(Tl)...w(Tk).+, if T=s(T,,..., Tk) and v(s)=k. 
And in order to obtain a probability measure over 4, we define the probability of 
a tree T as follows. 
Definition 2.2. The probability Pr( T) of a tree T in the balanced model is 
It can be readily verified that Pr( .) satisfies Kolmogorov’s axioms. 
Note that Pr( T) varies greatly, depending upon how balanced the tree is, being 
maximum for complete trees and minimum for linear-list-like trees (see Fig. 1). 
The above definitions can be extended to k-tuples of trees from a simple family 9. 
Definition 2.3. The weight w( T,, T2 ,..., Tk) of a k-tuple of trees T1 ,..., Tk in 9 is 
w(T,,..., Tk)d~fw(Tl)-.w(Tk), 
The probability measure over k-tuples ( Tl,. . ., q) of size 1 T, I+ ... + 1 Tkl = n is 
defined in the same way as done before. 
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Fig. 1. Two particular examples of the weight measure for trees of the same size. 
Definition 2.4. The probability Pr( Tr, T,, . . ., Tk) of a k-tuple of trees Tl, T,, . . ., & in 
9 is 
Given a family 9, let its weight characteristic series be 
Q(u)= c p(s). uyts) = 
sts 2,. lf. 
A given degree y1 belongs to the set Im v if there is at least a symbol s in S such 
that v(s) = n. 
Let W(z) = CTEg w( T)ztT’. Then the nth coefficient of W(z) is the normalizing 
constant needed to get the probability distribution for trees of size n (see Definition 
2.2). We will call W(z) the weight generating function of the family 9. 
Now we have the following functional relations for W(z), depending upon the 
definition of the size of a leaf. If we impose ( s I= 0 for all 0-ary symbols s, we get 
dW 
z=@(W)-1, W(O)=l, 
whereas if 1 s( = 1 for SEV- ’ (0), then W(z) satisfies 
dW 
z=@(W), W(O)=O. 
Note that the weight characteristic series Q(u) does not depend on the symbols of S. 
Moreover, it does not depend on the number of symbols of a given arity but on the 
existence or not of symbols of the given arity, and, consequently, W(z) has the same 
properties. 
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Table 1 
Weight characteristic series and generating functions 
Family @(u) W(z) 
Unary trees 
Binary trees (8’) 












Some interesting characteristic series and weight generating functions are given in 
Table 1, where in the three first families we have assumed that the size of a tree is the 
number of internal nodes (leaves have null size) and in the last family each node, of 
whatever arity, contributes to the total size. 
In the particular case of binary trees, where only symbols of arity 0 and 2 exist, say 
q and o, it is obvious that Pr( T) = w( T), since [z”] W(z) = 1 for all n 3 0 ([z”] W(z) 
stands for the nth coefficient of W(z)). Therefore, Pr( T) adopts a nice simple form: 
1 if T=o, 
WT,).Pr(T,) if Tzo(T 
ITI 
T )= h 
1, 2 
7-1 T2 
For this case, the balanced model coincides with that of binary search trees built 
from random equiprobable permutations (see [lo, 31). 
Note also that, for pairs of binary trees, Definition 2.3 implies 
Pr( Tl ). W Td 
3. Average occupancy of m-ary trees 
By occupancy of a tree we mean the sum of the ratios between the number of 
internal nodes and the maximum number of nodes at a given level. This characteristic 
can be defined for any simple family of trees with bounded arity (i.e. there exists some 
K such that v- ’ (k) = 0 for all k > K) and gives an indication of the degree of balancing 
of the tree. As far as we know, this measure has not appeared in previous literature. 
Without loss of generality, we will examine the behavior of occupancy for m-ary trees. 
From now on, this family will be denoted by Yj and we shall assume that it is 
generated by S = (0, o}, where v(o) = 0 and v(o) = m. Moreover, we assume that leaves 
do not contribute to the size of an m-ary tree. 
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The occupancy for an m-ary tree T is 
OCC(T)= c y, 
kB0 
where NJ T) is the width of Tat level k, i.e. the number of internal nodes (not leaves) of 
T at level k, and is recursively defined as 
N,(T)= 
0 if T=o, 
Nk_l(T~)+..,+Nk_l(T,) if T=o(T,,..., T,), 
when k > 0, and 
No(T)= 
0 if T=o, 
1 otherwise. 
Let OCCMIN(n) and OCCMAx(n) denote the minimum and maximum occupancy 
achieved by m-ary trees of size n, corresponding respectively, to linear trees and 
quasi-complete trees. Not much effort is needed to get 
OCC,,,(n)=--$(l-m-“)a3, 
0CCM*&)=L10g,~ J+l+$, where 1 and d satisfy 
md+l -1 
n= m_l +l, O<l<md+‘, d=Llog,nJ. 
3.1. Average occupancy for the uniform probability model 
We start computing the average occupancy OCC(n) for m-ary trees of size n, 
supposing that all of them are equiprobable. Let 
OCC(z)= c OCC(T)Z’~‘. 
TeFw, 
The average occupancy is, therefore, 
OCC(n) = Cz”l ow4 
t ’ *,m 
where t,,, stands for the number of m-ary trees of n nodes. 





with F(z)=C.,, &,z”= 1 +zF~(z). 
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Applying the Lagrange-Bi.irmann inversion formula [9], we have 
7((2Y-l)Y”“),=1 > 1 
mn+l 1 
(mn-n++)(mn-n+ l)-mn-n+ 1 . 
And using the same inversion formula, it turns out that 
Hence, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. The average occupancy of m-ary trees of size n, ifthe uniform probability 
model is assumed. is 
OCC(n) = 
mn+l 
2 (m- l)n+2- 
2m -- 
m-l 
l+O + . 
0 





3.2. Average occupancy for the balanced probability model 
If, on the other hand, we use the balanced probability model defined in Section 2 for 
m-ary trees, the average occupancy is now given by 
OCC(n)= c OCC(T)Pr(T)= 
Cz”l c TE% OCC( T)w( T)z’~’ 
ITJ=n [Iz”l w4 
Denoting by OCC(z) the generating function in the numerator, the relationships for 
the occupancy translate into a first-order ordinary differential equation, 
; occ- 
1 1 
l-(m-1)z OCC=(l_(m_ l)Z)m,Ot-l) ’ occ(o)=o~ 
whose solution is 
OCC(z)=-& w~~~ln(l-(ml_l)z)~ 
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Therefore, using the appropriate transfer lemmas [7], [z”] OCC(z) is asymptotically 
1 
Cz”low)~(m_ l),+l.n -(m-2Mm-l).ln n. 
r&))(l+o(~))~ 
The following theorem can be thus stated. 
Theorem 3.2. The average occupancy for m-ary trees, under the balanced probability 
model, is 
OCC(n)=-&lnn. 
The relationship of the average occupancy to the extremal values is now 
OCC(n)z--& In m . OCCMAX(n). 
3.3. Conclusions 
Even this simple example captures some of the particularities of the average-case 
analysis for each of the considered models, and reflects the differences that should be 
expected between the corresponding results. 
First of all, the average-case analysis under the balanced model involves the 
resolution of differential equations satisfied by the generating function corresponding 
to the expected value that we wish to compute. The average-case analysis of the same 
complexity measure under the uniform model leads to combinatorial problems, and 
the functional relations for the generating functions are of algebraic nature, instead. 
The results summarized in Theorems 3.2 and 3.1 allow us to conclude that the 
expectation of occupancy is determined by the complete trees if the balanced model is 
used, whereas it corresponds to the occupancy of linear trees if the uniform model is 
chosen. 
4. Average size of the intersection of two m-ary trees 
In this section we examine a clear example, the intersection of a pair of trees, where 
the balanced model marks an important difference with respect o the uniform model. 
This work generalizes the result of [Z], where the average size of the intersection of 
binary trees was investigated. 
Intersection of trees appears in a natural way in a certain number of algorithms, 
such as tree matching or unification [4]. It turns out that, if the uniform model is 
assumed, the average size of the intersection is O(l), independently of the size and the 
arity of the trees. 
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Now, given trees T’, T”EF,, we wish to compute the average size of the intersection 
of the two trees, where the intersection of T’ and T” is an m-ary tree given by 
q if T’=o or T”=o, 
T’n T” zz 
o((T;nT’J,..., (TLnTL)) if T’=o(T;,..., T6) 
1 and T”=o(T;‘,..., Ti). 
The size of the intersection of two trees T’ and T” is null if any of the trees is a leaf; 
otherwise, it is the sum of the sizes of the intersections of the subtrees. We will denote 
the size of the intersection of the trees T’ and T” by s( T’, T”). 
Let S(n) be the average value of s( T’, T”) over all the pairs (T’, T”)EF,$, with 
1 T' I+ 1 T”( = n. We have, by application of standard generating function techniques 
rg, 14,319 
SW= c s( T’, T”). Pr( T’, T”) 
IT’I+IT”I=” 
where 
=C,T,,+,T,,,=~ dT’, T”).w(T’, T”)J”]s(z, z) 
c [zl] w2 (z) ’ (4.1) TI,TzE%, w(T~).w(Tz) 
IT~I+IT~~=~ 
S(x, y)= c s( T’, T”)w( T’)w( T”)x’~“~‘~“’ 
(T', T")eF2 m 
and 
The asymptotic behavior of the nth coefficient (n-tco) of W’(z) can be easily 
derived by means of Darboux’s theorem [9], yielding 
[z”]w’(i)~(*-1)..n’~-3’1’~-l’.r(z;(rlll)).(’+O(‘m)). (4.4) 
Here r( .) denotes Euler’s gamma function. 
Differentiating Eq. (4.2) and using the previous definitions of w(T) and s( T’, T”) 
together with Eq. (4.3), we get the following hyperbolic partial differential equation: 
a2S(x, Y) 
= c 
ax % (T',T")E& 
s( T’, T”)w( T’)w(T”)j T’I 1 T”(x’~“-~ Y’~“‘-’ 
= c (l+s(T;, T;)+...+s(T;, T;))w(T;)...w(T;) 
T;,T;, .,T~EAC~ 
T" T" .., T"E,?- ,.2.'rn m 
xX(T;l+...+IT,IylT;'l+ ..+(T,J 
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ZZ c w(Ti)...w( TA)w( T;‘)...w( T;) 
T;,T;,...,T;EL, 
T” T” T”EF 1,2’.rn m 
+ c s( T;, T;‘)w( Ti)...w( TA)w( T;‘)...w( T;) 
T;,T;,...,T;E% 
T” T” T”E.F I.*..m m 
+ c s( T;, T;)w( T;)...w( T;)w( T;‘)...w( T;) 
T;,T;,...,T~E,ES~ 
T;‘,T;‘,.. ,T;eY,,, 
subject to the boundary conditions - for all x and y, S(x, 0) = 0 and S(0, y) = 0 - since 
the intersection of a leaf and any other tree gives an empty tree. 
A particular solution to Eq. (4.5) is 
-& W(x) WY). 
Therefore, S(x, y) can be rewritten as 
S(x, Y)' Y(x, Y,-& w4 WY), 
where Y(x, y) satisfies the homogeneous equation 
a2 Y(x, Y) mY(x, Y) 
ax ay = (l-(m-1)x)(1-(m-1)y)’ 
(4.6) 
with boundary conditions Y(x, 0) = l/(m - 1) W(x) and Y(0, y) = l/(m - 1) W(y). This 
last differential equation can be transformed into a simpler form, making the change 
of variables 
Xc-- Ff ln(1 -(m- 1)x), 
y=-- mel W-b- 1)~). 
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If H(X, Y)= Y(l/(m- 1) (1 -e-X(m-l)/fi), l/(m- 1) (1 -e~~(“-~)l&)), the previous 
differential equation transforms into the hyperbolic partial differential equation 
a2H 
-=H, ax ay 
subject to boundary conditions H(X, 0)= l/(m- l)eX/A, H(0, Y)=(l/m- l)evA. 




H(X* Y)=@+ l)& 






et/& Jo (2i,,/m) dt 
+ -& JoPi@), 
where Jo denotes the Bessel function of the first kind and order 0. 
Since we are interested in obtaining asymptotics for S(n), we shall deduce an 
asymptotic value for the nth coefficient in the Taylor series expansion of Y(z, z): 
s(n) = Cz"1 yu(z9 2) 1 -__ 
[z”] W’(z) m- 1 . (4.7) 
If we denote H(Z, Z)=A(Z)+ l/(m- l)Jo(2iZ), from the series expansion of the 
Bessel function we get 
(Z&Y m=$$ 7 ( 1 WJm)j LB0 j>i 1 j! ’ 
and a careful analysis of the coefficients a, = [Z”]A(Z) for odd and even values of 
n reveals that 
a,=o, 
26 u2JJ+l=c1.(171_ l)p!(p+ ,)! ’ 
2 
%=C (m- 1) (@)2 ’ 
where both cb and cg tend to l/(m-1) as p-+co. 
Therefore, 
m+l fid H(Z, Z)zm Jo@z)+~ z J&W. 
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Moreover, the value of the coefficient of zn in Jb(2iZ)Iz=aLnCl _bzJ is, asymptotically, 
twice the value of [z”]JO(2iZ)jz=a inCl _bzj (Lemma 4.2 provides this last coefficient) 
and then we can state the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. The nth coefficient of the Taylor series expansion of Y(z, z) asymptotically 
behaves as 
[z”] Y(z, z)%C,. [z”]JO 
( 
Jm -2 =.i.ln(l -(m- 1)z) 
) 
, 
with c1 =(m+2&+ l)/(m- 1)‘. 
The asymptotics for the nth coefficient in the expansion of the Bessel function 
J,,(a ln(1 - bz)) can be derived by means of singularity analysis. To perform this 
analysis, the asymptotic behavior of Jo(a ln(1 - bz)) around the singularity l/b can be 
computed from the known asymptotic behavior of J,,(Z) for 1 Z )+ CC (see, for instance, 





-2 g.i.ln(l -(m- I)z))sc,*(m- 1)” n2JF’P’ 
In n 
(1+0(&J), 






Lemma 4.1 together with Lemma 4.2 give 
[z”] Y(z, z)zc1.c2 .(m-1)“. 
n2Ji/(m-1)-1 
JG . 
In the light of Eq. (4.7) and using Eq. (4.4), we claim our main theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Under the distribution dejined in Section 2, the average size of the 
intersection of two m-ary trees behaves asymptotically as 
__ n(‘J;-“!I+o(&)), S(n)Zc. 
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where the constant c has a value 
c= 
We remind the reader that, under the uniform model, the average size of the 
intersection of two m-ary trees is O(l), where the constant depends on m. This average 
behavior is quite different from the one we just obtained, for the balanced probability 
model. 
It also follows from Theorem 4.1 that, under the balanced model, the average 
complexity of the tree shuffle algorithm is 0(n(2vL-2)i(m-1)/fi), since this com- 
plexity is directly proportional to the size of the intersection. 
5. Conclusions. Further research 
The cases of study can be extended to other families of trees, by using the adequate 
weight generating function, as presented in Section 2. 
The present analysis suggests that the apparition of hyperbolic partial differential 
equations in the analysis involving pairs of trees is rather independent of the nature of 
the problem and relies on the underlying probability distribution, in the same way as 
ordinary differential equations arise everywhere when dealing with an algorithm 
which has a unique tree as input. 
Further continuation of the present work will explore the uses of the balanced 
probability model to analyze other well-known algorithms on trees, and the effects of 
the probability models with respect to average measures. 
We are also interested in the development of tools which simplify the analysis of the 
problems to be faced. 
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